Something where before there was nothing is an exhibition of new works by the British artist Hannah Lees. Working across sculpture, writing, and sound, Lees’s practice works with the latent personal and cultural meanings of materials, objects, words, and forms.

In the process of her making Lees employs a speculative and intuitive approach selecting and ‘finding’ of materials, producing works that have distinct aesthetic qualities with enigmatic, poignant, or alluring affect.

Previously these bowls supported yeast, flour and water to be hand-kneaded and formed into life-giving bread. Now, each cavity contains plaster embedded with small, beach-combed objects collected by Lees on her drifts and walks along the Kent coast and Thames estuary.

 Whilst these pregnant forms act as a vessel or petri dish for found materials, each of the objects thrown up by the sea is in turn home to microscopic life and tidal matter.

Presented alongside these pregnant sculptural works are a series of ‘skins’ seemingly tattooed with images of microscopic forms. These are prepared pieces of Amadou Mushroom, a spongy fungi material derived from Fomes fomentarius – a parasitical fungi that grows on Pine Trees. Amadou has long been associated with human domesticity and craft having been used since the mesolithic as tinder for kindling fire, medicine, clothing and food.

Printed on these skins are images of malassezia – a fellow parasitical fungus, but one that grows on human skin. These works stem from Lees reflection on cultivation and symbiosis, where parasitical forms in nature are host parents to other forms, or where mutual supportive host environments are created by different species.

Played throughout the duration of the exhibition are a series of spoken narratives in which a speaker reflects on their everyday, often hidden, acts of care. The protagonist describes caring for a pet, house plants, and gut bacteria, and shares unfiltered thoughts and feelings about what this care might be and muses the nature of their physical relationship to living forms outside or within their own body.
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